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Disclosures
• I am an interventional cardiologist 

• I used to speak for Amgen/Repatha - I will not 
touch on PCSK9 inhibitors in this talk



Case Presentation
• 67 yo WM w/ no significant past medical history 

presenting with chest pain and shortness of 
breath as a transfer from Memorial Hixson. After 
usual medical therapy, his chest pain was 
decreased and he appears comfortable. 

• ECG was normal. Troponin went from 0.5 -> 3.0. 
Decision was made for cardiac catheterization.















Case Presentation/Objectives
• Successful PCI to mid-LCx/OM1 with placement of a 3.0 x 24mm 

Synergy DES via transradial approach.  

• Patient found to have EF 55% on echo and discharged the next day 
without complication. 

• He states that he did not have symptoms prior to NSTEMI and now his 
symptoms have resolved following PCI.  

• What is the optimal medical therapy for known CAD in RCA? 

• When do we refer for stress testing? 

• When do we refer for cardiac catheterization? 

• What is the role for invasive testing - iFR or FFR?







COURAGE TRIAL
•Optimal Medical Therapy defined by COURAGE 

•Antiplatelet agents - ASA 81-325mg, plavix 
•Beta-blockers - long-acting metoprolol 
•Calcium-channel blockers - amlodipine 
•Nitrates - isosorbide mononitrate 
•ACEi/ARB - lisinopril/losartan 
•Lipid level reduction - simvastatin +/- zetia for LDL goal 
<65-80 mg/dL 

•Guideline recommendations for smoking cessation, diet and 
exercise











When to Refer for Stress 
Testing

• Symptoms usually trump all 
other clinical factors in 
establishing a pretest 
probability about when to 
send a patient for additional 
stress testing. 

• That being said, clinical risk 
factors (i.e. diabetes, 
smoking, family hx) help to 
paint a more complete picture 
about the patient’s risk.





When to Refer for Catheterization



What is the role of invasive testing 
in the catheterization lab?



What is the Role of Invasive Testing in 
the Catheterization Lab?



Conclusions
• Guideline-directed medical therapy is still the predominant 

modality for treating stable CAD. Sometimes, it takes COURAGE 
to continue this option; however, it has the most evidence. 

• Even with better imaging modalities and invasive pressure 
measurements in the catheterization laboratory, all of these still 
were done with the background of medical therapy.  

• Refer to cardiology if there is question regarding which modality 
to choose, help with medication optimization, or if intermediate to 
high risk findings on noninvasive imaging.  

• iFR and FFR can be useful in the catheterization lab for 
determining high-risk lesions. 





Please do not hesitate to refer or call 
us for any difficult cardiac issues… 

Any Questions?


